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Seventies icon sensations – Blondie, Bowie and Queen tributes at Bunn
Leisure for weekend of rock nostalgia
When it came to defining the sensational Seventies music era, who were bigger than
Blondie Bowie and Queen?
Who could forget Debbie Harry belting out Denis on Top Of The Pops, or Bowie parading his
personas; from Ziggy Stardust, Aladdin Sane, the Thin White Duke and the Man Who Fell To
Earth, each accompanied by classic rock numbers?
And no-one has forgotten Queen, one of the most extraordinary bands to perform on any stage,
anywhere.
Now, on Saturday October 29, there’s the chance to see an award-winning tribute act
performing the unforgettable music of any one of these rock icons at all of Bunn Leisure's three
fabulous venues.
Bootleg Blondie have played New York’s prestigious CGBG and Isle of Wight festivals as well
as London’s famous 100 Club, entertaining fans with their renditions of Heart of Glass, Sunday
Girl, the Tide Is High, Call me and Picture This. They will be performing at The Viking from
8.30pm.
Meanwhile, Steve Littlewood and the HRH Band will be performing their tribute to Queen – with
all their most memorable hits at The Embassy from 9.30pm.
And, last but not least, Paul Antony - Pop Up Bowie - delivers his amazingly accurate tribute to
the rock star who sadly died earlier this year, with hits from every Bowie era from the 70's
through to the 90's and beyond, including, Let’s Dance, Life on Mars, Starman and Heroes, at
The White Horse from 10.15pm.
It promises to be an unforgettable night – whether guests opt to venue hop to see all three acts
or sit back and savour the sounds of their favourite musical icon.
And remember, all entertainment is free for guests at Bunn Leisure.
A three-night break costs from just £130 for up to six people, or why not pitch a tent for as little
as £35 a night?
The Blondie/Bowie/Queen nights are the perfect excuse for a party weekend with friends and
family, and a stay at Bunn Leisure includes free access to an amazing range of kids’ clubs and
megasplash Oasis complex with waterslides and a lazy river.
If you want to sit back and relax, Bunn Leisure’s very own beauty salon, sauna and peaceful
views of neighbouring nature reserves make this the perfect place to come for a couple’s retreat
and family getaways.
To book, visit www.bunnleisure.co.uk or call the booking line on 01243 606080.
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